JUNCTION HUNTER MANAGEMENT AREAOpen AUGUST 15, 2022 - MARCH 31, 2023 for the take of antelope, deer, small game,
upland and migratory game birds with Limited Range Weapons Only, during specific
seasons as published in the current Game and Fish Commission Regulations

GENERAL RULES:

Each hunter must possess a permission slip while in the field.
Each hunter must display a vehicle pass in the window.
Limited Range Weapons Only-Archery Equipment, Shotguns (no slugs) and traditional
Muzzleloaders (no in-line muzzleloaders allowed).
 Do not shoot in the direction of, or within 100 yards of livestock or buildings.
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 Respect the Landowner, if agricultural work is being performed stay out of that
area/field. No hunting near equipment or personnel.
 All vehicles must park in the designated parking areas.
 Abide by all signs and posted areas.
 No littering—carry out everything you bring in, including shotgun hulls.
 Hunters must obey all Game and Fish laws and regulations.
 Report any wildlife violations by calling 1-877-WGFD-TIP (877-943-3847).




NOT ALLOWED











No Hunting of ANY OTHER SPECIES not on your permission
slip (including predators) or any other activities without
landowner permission.
No rifles or in-line muzzleloaders allowed.
Do not pick up antlers or dead heads.
No preseason scouting.
No commercial activity, including outfitting or guiding.
Do not damage range improvements or harass livestock.
No camping or open fires; day use only.
No horses allowed.

JUNCTION HMA SPECIFIC RULES:





One permission slip is issued on a first come first served basis for a 6 day block Monday-Saturday for the season for each species (antelope, deer, small game, game birds).
Each Game Bird permission slip may include multiple hunters (family or party).
Deer, Antelope and Small Game permission slip holders may have one additional hunter
(family or companion) that is allowed to hunt while accompanying the permitted hunter.
If bones/hide of the carcass are left at the HMA, remove them from the agricultural
fields and roads and discard them out of sight. The entrails are allowed to be left in the
fields.


DEFINITIONS:

Take: means hunt, pursue, catch, capture, shoot, fish, seine, trap,
kill, or possess, or attempt to hunt, pursue, catch, capture, shoot,
fish, seine, trap, kill or possess.
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